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Stephen Barker,1* Gregor Knorr,2 R. Lawrence Edwards,3 Frédéric Parrenin,4,5
Aaron E. Putnam,6 Luke C. Skinner,7 Eric Wolff,8 Martin Ziegler1
We constructed an 800,000-year synthetic record of Greenland climate variability based on the
thermal bipolar seesaw model. Our Greenland analog reproduces much of the variability seen in
the Greenland ice cores over the past 100,000 years. The synthetic record shows strong similarity
with the absolutely dated speleothem record from China, allowing us to place ice core records
within an absolute timeframe for the past 400,000 years. Hence, it provides both a stratigraphic
reference and a conceptual basis for assessing the long-term evolution of millennial-scale variability
and its potential role in climate change at longer time scales. Indeed, we provide evidence for a
ubiquitous association between bipolar seesaw oscillations and glacial terminations throughout the
Middle to Late Pleistocene.
ce core records from Greenland first demonstrated the existence of repeated, large, abrupt
shifts in Northern Hemisphere climate during the last ice age (1, 2). These shifts are one
expression of a global system that is capable of
driving major changes in climate components
such as ocean temperatures (3, 4) and monsoon
rainfall (5). The Greenland records provide an
archetypal view of abrupt climate variability (6)
over the last glacial cycle, which was characterized by rapid alternations between cold (stadial)
and warmer (interstadial) conditions [known as
Dansgaard-Oeschger (D-O) oscillations]. But ironically, the very high temporal resolution of these
records makes it difficult to look farther back in
time; the high accumulation rates on the Greenland ice sheet mean that more than 3000 m of
ice may represent just 100,000 years of climate
history. Fortunately, climate records preserved in
Antarctic ice (7) enable us to address this fundamental problem.
The thermal bipolar seesaw model (8, 9) attempts to explain the observed relationship between
millennial-scale temperature variability observed
in Greenland and Antarctica by calling on variations in the strength of the Atlantic meridional
overturning circulation (AMOC). The northward heat transport associated with this circulation
(10) implies that changes in the strength of overturning should lead to opposing temperature responses in either hemisphere. According to the
seesaw model, a transition from weak to strong
AMOC would cause an abrupt warming across the
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North Atlantic region (a D-O warming event)
while temperatures across Antarctica would (in
general) shift from warming to cooling. The oceanatmosphere climate system is an integrated and
synergistic system, and it is important to note that
the overall concept of the bipolar seesaw we invoke here is not restricted to oceanic processes but
also includes atmospheric shifts that may be related to the variations we are interested in (9, 11–14).
According to the thermal bipolar seesaw
model, we should observe an antiphase relationship between the Greenland temperature anomaly and the rate of change of Antarctic temperature
(9). This can be illustrated by a lead/lag analysis
of the methane-tuned temperature records after
removal of their orbital time scale variability (6)
(Greenland, GLT_hi, and Antarctica, AAT_hi)
and the first time derivative of Antarctic temperature, AAT_hi´ (Fig. 1). Comparison of the undifferentiated records illustrates the historical debate
as to whether the two signals are positively correlated, with a southern lead of 1000 to 1600
years, or negatively correlated, with the north leading by 400 to 800 years (15, 16). However, as
implied in (9) and illustrated in Fig. 1, a near
zero-phase anticorrelation is observed between
GLT_hi and AAT_hi´. Uncertainties in the ice
age–gas age offset (Dage), which may be up to
hundreds of years (17), mean that an exact antiphase relationship is unlikely to be observed (6).
As described by (18) using a similar approach,
the process of differentiating amplifies noise in
the original temperature record. Smoothing the
record of AAT_hi before differentiating reduces
this noise but will compromise the ability of
AAT_hi´ to replicate the abrupt nature of D-O
warming events and reduce the predicted amplitude of smaller events. The choice of smoothing
window is therefore a trade-off between these effects (6) (Fig. 1).
The empirical relations illustrated in Fig. 1 offer the possibility of producing a synthetic record
of Greenland climate using the Antarctic record,
with the purpose of reconstructing the nature
of northern variability beyond the present limit
of the Greenland records. The record of Green-
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land temperature (GLT) is broken down into its
orbital and millennial time scale components,
GLT_lo and GLT_hi, respectively (Fig. 2 and fig.
S5), where GLT_lo is a 7000-year smoothing of
GLT (6) and GLT_hi is the difference between
GLT and GLT_lo. We consider GLT_hi as the northern temperature anomaly with respect to mean
background conditions. Building on Fig. 1, we
assume that the rate of Antarctic temperature
change is inversely proportional to the northern
temperature anomaly. We therefore scale the amplitude of AAT_hi´ to match that of GLT_hi to
produce a synthetic record of northern millennialscale temperature variability, GLT_syn_hi (Fig. 2C)
(6). It can be seen that a synthetic reconstruction
of GLT could be made by combining GLT_syn_hi
with an estimate for GLT_lo. The orbital time
scale components of the Greenland and Antarctic temperature records (GLT_lo and AAT_lo,
respectively) are highly correlated, with the southern record leading the north by ~2000 years
(6). We therefore incorporate longer time scale
variations into our reconstruction by substituting GLT_lo with a scaled version of AAT_lo,
shifted by 2000 years (which we call GLT_syn_lo)
(fig. S5) (6). Our full reconstruction, GLT_syn
(Fig. 2D), is then the sum of GLT_syn_lo and
GLT_syn_hi.
Our formulation of the thermal bipolar seesaw concept is qualitatively analogous to that of
(9) in that it implies the existence of a heat reservoir that convolves the northern signal, producing a southern signal with a longer characteristic
time scale. Our approach is slightly different in
that we relate the rate of Antarctic temperature
change directly to the northern temperature anomaly. Indeed, we note that for some long stadial
events, particularly those associated with glacial terminations, Antarctic temperatures appear to
rise unabated until an abrupt warming event occurs in the north (19). On the other hand, our
formulation does not imply that Antarctic temperatures must continue to rise indefinitely whenever Greenland is cold, only while it is cold with
respect to background conditions (defined by
the orbital time scale component). We also note
that northern temperature (regardless of background conditions) is not always constant throughout stadial events. For example, Greenland warmed
significantly during cold stadial 21 (Fig. 2D).
By our formulation, the rate of Antarctic temperature rise during this event would decrease
correspondingly, in line with observations (Fig.
2A) (20).
We used a thresholding approach for predicting the occurrence of abrupt Greenland warming
events based on minima in the second time differential of AAT (AAT´´) (Fig. 2, E and F). This
has an advantage over use of the first differential
(decreasing through zero) because it is capable of
distinguishing between events of varying magnitude and incorporates information about conditions before and after an abrupt event (6). Using a
relatively insensitive threshold (blue dashed line in
Fig. 2F), we are able to identify the largest D-O
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temperature shifts recorded in Greenland, whereas
“smaller” events, such as D-O 2, require a more
sensitive threshold (red line). Accordingly, we are
able to identify almost all of the canonical D-O
events over the past 90,000 years without introducing “spurious events.” We incorporate a correction, based on the time integrated per 55-cm
sample of ice (7), to account for loss of temporal
resolution in the deeper parts of the ice core (6).
Our synthetic reconstruction of Greenland temperature closely resembles the observed record
in terms of both its timing and the structure of individual events (Fig. 2). This is despite probable
variability in the relationships between d18O [for
the Greenland Ice Sheet Project 2 ice core (GISP2)]
or dD [for the European Project for Ice Coring
in Antarctica Dome C ice core (EDC)] versus
local temperature through time (21) and other
millennial-scale variability that might not be related to the bipolar seesaw. We find similar results
using alternative Antarctic ice core records (6).
On the basis of the predictive ability of GLT_syn
over the past ~100,000 years, we can extend our
reconstruction back to ~800,000 years ago (Fig.
3 and Fig. 4). In doing so we implicitly assume
that the empirical relationships observed over

the last glacial cycle held during earlier periods.
Given the inherent uncertainty in this assumption, we do not claim particular skill at predicting the absolute amplitude of earlier events;
however, we do suggest that to the extent that
the underlying physical mechanisms did persist
throughout the past 800,000 years, the timing
and overall structure of events will be relatively
robust.
To test this hypothesis, we compared our synthetic reconstructions with real climate records.
The record of Asian monsoon variability derived
from cave deposits (speleothems) in China (5, 22)
is one of the best candidates for this task (Fig. 3).
The Chinese speleothem d18O record is thought
to represent changes in the proportion of low
d18O (summer monsoon) rainfall within annual
totals (22) and can be considered a measure of
the amount of summer monsoon rainfall or monsoon intensity. The combined record from several
deposits taken from a number of caves provides
a continuous, absolutely dated record over the
past ~400,000 years (22). The record is dominated by orbital time scale changes, possibly related to the influence of boreal summer insolation
on the strength of the Asian monsoon (6). Re-

A

moval of this variability by normalizing to the
insolation curve (6) reveals distinctive millennial
time scale activity that has been shown to correspond with D-O variability over Greenland
during the last glacial cycle (5, 22). This correspondence is thought to be caused by latitudinal
shifts in the position of the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) and related atmospheric phenomena in response to variations in the
AMOC and related changes in North Atlantic
temperature (11).
There is a strong one-to-one correspondence
between inferred weak-monsoon events and our
reconstructed cold events in Greenland (Fig. 3).
Moreover, there are pronounced similarities in
the structure of abrupt events, particularly during
deglacial episodes (terminations); the multiple
weak-monsoon events associated with glacial
terminations of the Late Pleistocene (22) are reflected by multiple cold events in our records.
Our reconstruction suggests the occurrence of
large-amplitude “D-O–type” oscillations between
160,000 and 180,000 years ago [during marine
isotope stage 6 (MIS 6)] (Fig. 3). These may be
compared with similar events in the records of
planktonic d18O and tree pollen from a marine
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Fig. 2. Reconstructing millennial-scale climate
variability over Greenland using the Antarctic temperature record. (A) The record of dD from the EDC
ice core (AAT) (7) with a 7000-year smoothing of
the same record (AAT_lo). (B) Removal of orbital
time scale variability and application of a 700year smoothing (6) produces AAT_hi. (C) AAT_hi is
differentiated and then scaled to GLT_hi (green
curve) to produce GLT_syn_hi (orange curve). (D)
A synthetic reconstruction of Greenland temperature variability (GLT_syn; red curve) constructed
by adding GLT_syn_hi to GLT_syn_lo (6). Green
curve is GISP2 d18O placed on EDC3 via methane
tuning (Fig. 1). (E and F) Minima in AAT´´ below a
threshold (dashed lines) are used to predict the
occurrence of major warming events in Greenland
(F), identified by the corresponding colored dots in
(E). A threshold value of –1.2 × 10−5 (red dashed
line and dots) has good success at picking canonical D-O events [green numbers in (D) and (E)]
without introducing spurious events.
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sediment core taken from the Iberian Margin (23).
On the basis of the findings of Shackleton et al.
(24), the Iberian Margin records were tuned to
the EDC dD record via the record of benthic
d18O from the same core (23). The tuning exercise did not involve the surface records, which
therefore provide a quasi-objective “target” for
comparing with our reconstruction [which should
be aligned with the surface-ocean records according to (24)], and there is good agreement in the
timing and structure of the abrupt events during

absolute time scale for the past 400,000 years.
We did this by aligning the cold events in our
reconstruction with the inferred weak-monsoon
events in the speleothem record (Fig. 4) (6). The
EDC3 age scale (which remains the fundamental basis for our model) was derived through a
combination of ice flow modeling and various
age markers, including orbital tuning constraints
(26). By tuning the millennial-scale features of
GLT_syn to the speleothem record, we provide
a refinement of the age scale that provides an
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Fig. 4. (A and B) 800,000
years of abrupt climate variability. Records of North Atlantic
IRD (4), monsoon rainfall (5, 22)
(normalized) and SST from
the Iberian Margin (27) all
show strong similarities with
our reconstruction of Greenland
climate variability (GLT_syn_hi
and GLT_syn). Glacial terminations (identified by Roman
numerals) are characterized by
cold conditions across Greenland and the North Atlantic
and weakened monsoon rainfall, with a corresponding rise
in atmospheric CO2 (33), followed by an abrupt warming
over Greenland, strengthening
of the monsoon, and sharp rise
in atmospheric CH4 (25). Pink
boxes indicate terminal Northern Hemisphere cold periods.
Red and blue dots are predicted
D-O warming events using a
fixed or variable threshold, respectively. Lowermost curves in
each panel are moving windows of the standard deviation of AAT_hi´, our ”bipolar
seesaw activity index“ (note
that orbital time scale variations have been removed; blue
is 5000-year window; green is
10,000-year window). Increased
millennial-scale activity is generally observed during transitions between climate states,
with minimal activity during
interglacials and glacial maxima. All records are on the new
Speleo-Age (A) or the EDC3
(B) time scale except the benthic d18O stack (LR04) of (34),
which is on its own time scale.

MIS 6. We also note good agreement between
our reconstructions and the record of atmospheric
CH4 (25). Our predicted D-O warming events are
generally aligned with sharp increases in CH4
(similar to the observed relationship during MIS
3). This relationship holds for the entire 800,000year record (Fig. 4) and provides critical groundtruthing for our reconstruction.
Building on previous studies (22), we used
the precise and absolutely dated Chinese speleothem record to place our reconstruction on an

REPORTS
a window during deglaciation, one could argue
that terminal oscillations of the bipolar seesaw are
merely a symptom of deglacial climate change
(29). However, the precise correspondence observed
between bipolar seesaw oscillations and changes
in atmospheric CO2 during glacial terminations
(Fig. 4) suggests that the bipolar seesaw may play
more than just a passive role in the mechanism
of deglaciation (i.e., through the positive feedbacks
associated with increasing CO2) (14, 19, 22). With
the supercritical size of continental ice sheets as
a possible precondition (30), and in combination
with the right insolation forcing (31) and ice albedo feedbacks, the CO2 rise associated with an
oscillation of the bipolar seesaw could provide
the necessary additional forcing to promote deglaciation. In this sense, the overall mechanism
of glacial termination during the Middle to Late
Pleistocene might be viewed as the timely and
necessary interaction between millennial and orbital time scale variations.
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alternative to the ultimate dependence on orbital
tuning. In addition to providing an absolute time
scale for the ice and gas records from Antarctica,
we can also use our absolutely dated Greenland reconstruction as a tuning target for other
high-resolution paleo-records, such as records
of ice-rafted debris (IRD) from a North Atlantic
sediment core (4) and a record of sea surface
temperature (SST) from a core off the Iberian
Margin (27) (Fig. 4). Each of these records has
been tuned to our reconstruction on its absolute
time scale (6).
Our synthetic records confirm that millennial
time scale variability and abrupt climate oscillations occurred in Greenland throughout the past
800,000 years, and more specifically they suggest that the underlying physical mechanisms represented by the conceptual thermal bipolar seesaw
were relatively invariant throughout this period.
In line with observations for the last glacial period (28), our reconstructions suggest that higheramplitude variability and more frequent D-O–like
warming events occurred when climate was in
an intermediate state or during the transitions
between states (Fig. 4). Extending the observations of (22), we find that glacial terminations
of the Middle to Late Pleistocene in general
were characterized by oscillations of the bipolar
seesaw.
This apparently ubiquitous association of
millennial-scale climate variability with glacial
terminations raises an important question: Is this
mode of variability a necessary component of deglacial climate change, or merely a complicating
factor? Previous studies (28, 29) have suggested
that D-O–type variability might represent an inherent resonance of the climate system, attaining
a high amplitude only within certain windows
of opportunity (i.e., intermediate climate states).
Given that global climate must pass through such
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Between 1977 and 1979, a single male mastodon (Mammut americanum) was excavated from
sediments at the base of a kettle pond at the
Manis site (figs. S1 to S3) (8–10). Some bones
were spirally fractured, multiple flakes were removed from one long bone fragment, and other
bones showed cut marks (8, 11, 12). The only
documented artifact associated with the mastodon was a foreign osseous fragment, interpreted
as the tip of a bone or antler projectile point,
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